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 Private Eyes, Publilc Sphere
 by Sara Paret

 W hen Owen Wister published The Vir-
 ginian in 1902 it created a small sensa-
 tion. The hardcover edition went

 through fifteen printings in its first few years of

 life and the paperback sales quickly passed the
 million mark-no small feat without radio or
 TV talk shows and no jets to take the happy au-
 thor to coast-to-coast signings.

 The Virginian has been hailed as the ar-
 chetypal western, the book which set the
 form for all subsequent efforts in the genre.
 The Virginian -we never know his name - is
 strong and mostly silent, but his behavior and
 his few laconic utterances mark him as excep-
 tional. Early on Wister says of him, "he was

 one of thousands drifting and living thus [as a
 drifter], but (as you shall learn) one in a
 thousand."

 The Virginian has a confrontation with his
 antithesis, Trampas, near the beginning of the
 story. The two meet as strangers over a card
 game and the book moves through repeated
 and escalating confrontations between them
 to an inevitable shoot-out on Main Street. At
 the same time, the Virginian is winning the
 heart of a New England aristocrat. Molly
 Wood goes West to teach school, meets the
 Virginian and is immediately attracted to him.
 But she has to overcome the prejudices of her
 breeding, which delude her into thinking that
 birth and education make her his superior. In
 the end, Wister tells us, "She knew her cow-boy
 lover, with all that he lacked, to be more than
 ever she could be, with all that she had. He was
 her worshipper still, but her master, too."
 Molly tries to stop the shoot-out on Main
 Street, but she does not understand the mascu-
 line code of honor. And when the Virginian
 returns triumphant from the encounter, she
 accepts him with open and submissive arms.

 Subsequent westerns emulate this elemental
 story: the tale of the honorable man essentially
 alone in his confrontation with evil. And it is
 this character that also emerges in the Virgin-

 ian's other descendant, the fictional private
 eye. The hard-boiled detective story has roots
 in several different soils, but the western hero
 shows the closest affinity to the loner private
 eye. A literary-minded man might describe
 him in words like these:

 Down these mean streets a man must go
 who is not himself mean, who is neither
 tarnished nor afraid.... He must be a
 complete man and a common man and
 yet an unusual man. He must be, to use
 a ... weathered phrase, a man of
 honor-by instinct, by inevitability,
 without thought of it, and certainly
 without saying it.... He is a lonely
 man and his pride is that you will treat
 him as a proud man or be ... sorry you
 ever saw him.

 Raymond Chandler was writing here of the
 hard-boiled detective, but the words are just as
 apt as a description of the Virginian. From the
 loner cowboy to the loner detective the line of
 descent is clear and unmistakable.

 The Virginian is a tale of chivalry as well as
 a cowboy story. Part of what marks out its hero
 to us as a man of honor is his respect for
 women. His courtship of Molly Wood, in fact,
 is to highlight the strong ethical character of
 the hero. She plays no direct part in the action,
 but by representing the conscience of civiliza-
 tion, she is able to show how the Virginian
 responds to a higher moral code.

 B y the time we get to Raymond Chandler
 in the 1940s, the interaction between the
 mythic knight and women has changed

 abruptly and markedly. Indeed, the most
 striking difference between the Virginian and
 Philip Marlowe is the role women play in the
 Marlowe stories.

 Chandler's women include some notable
 drunks and dopeheads. One of the most
 remarkable of these is Carmen Sternwood in
 The Big Sleep. The first time Carmen sees
 Philip Marlowe, in the hallway of her father's
 house, she engages in a little sexual byplay:

 She fell straight back into my arms. I
 had to catch her or let her crack her
 head on the tessellated floor. I caught
 her under her arms and she went
 rubber-legged on me instantly. I had to
 hold her close to hold her up. When her
 head was against my chest she screwed
 it around and giggled at me.

 The next time we see Carmen she is stark na-
 ked, still giggling, stoned out of reality on
 ether and laudanum with a newly-shot corpse
 at her feet. With the same impersonal, non-
 sexual response he made when she collapsed in
 his arms at her father's house, Marlowe dresses
 her and takes her home.

 A lot of people die in The Big Sleep and they

 are killed by a lot of different people-

 gangsters, bereft lovers, Martowe himself. But
 when we get to the end we find that the whole
 macabre chain of blackmail and murder that
 makes up the book has been set in motion by
 Carmen herself. In fact, in six of Chandler's

 seven novels, women are the direct cause of the
 evil events that unfold.

 When women meet the Virginian, they im-

 mediately intuit his force of character and ex-
 perience a sexual response to it. But Wister's
 women understand the code by which a gentle-
 woman lives. They do not collapse giggling
 into a man's arms any more than they dripk

 ether mixed with laudanum and take off their
 clothes. And when the Virginian senses a
 woman about to cross that behavioral barrier
 he leaves town so as not to sully her good name.

 What happened between 1902, when The
 Virginian appeared, and 1939, when Chandler
 wrote TheBig Sleep9. Weil, you can look at the
 First World War, the Great Depression, the
 stock market crash, and see in them major har-
 bingers of social change. But with respect to
 the roles of American women and their rela-
 tions with men there was one outstanding
 event: the 1920 ratification of the Nineteeth
 Amendment which gave women the vote.

 There has never been a time in our country
 when women have not worked alongside men
 outside the home. While women had to strug-
 gle for the right to go to college and enter the
 professions, they could always be found
 among the school-teachers, entrepreneurs and
 missionaries as well as manual laborers. But
 none of these activities caused widespread
 alarm until women sought the vote. In Make
 Way! (Chicago Review Press, 1987), editors
 Monika Franzen and Nancy Ethiel gathered
 over a hundred political cartoons dealing with
 women's suffrage. What these cartoons show
 is that as long as women were staying in their
 sphere -working against drunkenness, for ex-
 ample, as their moral purity dictated-they
 could act in public and be seen as gentle, pure
 and admirable. But after widespread agitation
 for the vote, the image of active women
 changed. Now they were seen as a species of
 monster who wanted to strip men of all their
 rights.

 Like cartoons, popular fiction is a barome-
 ter of social attitudes. Of course all fiction
 betrays the fears and wishes of its writers. But
 because crime fiction focuses so strongly on is-
 sues of justice and society, characters have to
 be exaggerated to make social points. People
 behave in mnore stereotypical ways than they
 might in mimetic fiction because their actions
 have to depict concepts of power, law and jus-
 tice.

 It is these exaggerated roles which make
 genre fiction an interesting source for mapping
 changes in social attitudes. This is clearly true
 for Blacks. In The Virginian they are such out-
 casts that they only appear in the form of a
 character who keeps telling everyone that his
 name may sound like a Negro's but his family
 can trace white ancestry on both sides for a
 hundred years. Blacks appear as comic and
 stupid in the crime fiction of the thirties and
 finally begin to emerge as sensitive, powerful
 people in contemporary genre fiction. All

 these depictions are stereotypes, but they all

 tell us something about the way white society
 has viewed Blacks at different points in twen-
 tieth-century history.

 In the same way, the reaction of men to the
 changing social role of women is writ large in
 genre fiction. InDashiell Hammett's The Mal-
 tese Falcon, Brigid O'Shaughnessy shows us
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 just what can go wrong when women lose their
 protected status, when they try to participate
 in masculine society without chaperonage and
 without the feminine purity they achieved by

 not voting. Brigid O'Shaughnessy, using an as-

 sumed name, comes into Sam Spade's office
 with a glib but untruthful story. She kills his
 partner, gets Sam to do her dirty work in look-
 ing for the Maltese falcon so that she can
 double-cross her accomplice, and at the end
 tries to seduce Sam so that she can get off the
 hook. Sam "sends her over" anyway, but only
 after a mental struggle which sends the sweat

 pouring down his face.
 O'Shaughnessy's outstanding trait is her

 glittering sexuality, which makes her simul-
 taneously irresistible and dangerous. It is, in
 fact, the untamed sexuality of Eve, stripped of
 its millennia of controlling regulations. Given
 the chance, the message goes, women will sink
 lower than men. It is not just for their own pro-
 tection that they were denied the vote, but for
 the protection of men as well. It is only because
 Sam Spade possesses the Virginian's internal
 moral code that he is able to withstand this
 temptress.

 The foil to Brigid O'Shaughnessy is Sam's
 secretary, Effie Perrine. Sam never calls her
 Effie, though: she is always "Angel." And Effie
 is an angel. In contrast to Brigid's sultry femi-
 ninity, Hammett tells us, Effie's "eyes were
 brown and playful in a shiny boyish face." We
 know that Effie is a good girl, not an evil se-
 ducer, because she looks like a boy, not a girl.

 A lthough Raymond Chandler was six years
 LAIolder than Hammett, his writing career

 1 began at the time Hammett's was end-
 ing. Chandler wrote his first short story in
 1933; a year later Hammett published what
 was to be his last novel, TheDain Curse. Chan-
 dler felt a bit diffident at the beginning of his
 writing and borrowed frankly from other
 writers, including Hammett. It was when he
 found the distinctive voice of Philip Marlowe
 in 1935 that he began mastering his own style,
 and it was Marlowe who really dictated the
 terms of the private eye novel for over 40 years.

 Marlowe finds blatant sexuality repugnant.
 Of Dolores in TheLittle Sister, he says she was
 "slim, dark and lovely and smiling. Reeking
 with sex. Utterly beyond the moral laws of this
 or any world I could imagine." Maybe the dec-
 ade that lay between Sam Spade and Marlowe
 gave the latter the chance to steel himself
 against the Eves of modern America. At any
 rate, Marlowe knows that a lady who reeks of
 sex is trouble.

 Along with sex fiends Marlowe encounters
 blowsy drunks, women who have lost all self-
 respect, who provide information for the price
 of acheap bottle. Women in the later Marlowe

 stonies have fallen far from the chaste pedestal
 they sat on at the tumn of the century. Yet, de-
 spite his naked drunks and sexy villainesses,
 Chandler often had at least one admirable
 woman in each book. Mavis Weld in TheLittle

 Sisteris one; Carmen's sister Vivian is another.
 Vivian makes mistakes, she is tough as nails on

 the outside, but she is essentially a woman of

 honor. She knows that her sister is responsible
 for the mayhem of The Big Sleep, and she is
 trying to protect her.

 Marlowe loves these gallant women, the

 Vivians and Mavises, but he can't bring him-

 self to get involved. His excuse is always that
 the woman inhabits a different world, some-

 times one of wealth, sometimes position,
 which he cannot share. Of Mavis, he reflects,

 I could sit in the dark and hold hands,
 but for how long? In a little while she

 will drift off into a haze of glamour and
 expensive clothes and froth and
 unreality and muted sex. She won't be a
 real person any more. Just a voice from

 a sound track, a face on a screen. I'd
 want more than that.

 If you look at today's private eye writers, you
 will see that Robert Parker's Spenser -to offer

 one example -is taken almost whole from

 Chandler's essay on the tarnished knight, and

 that he also borrows heavily from the Virgin-
 ian. Spenser is obsessed with the masculine
 code which he keeps trying to explain to Susan
 Silverman: like the Virginian's true-love
 Molly, Susan can admire Spenser but not un-
 derstand what he is talking about. (And 1 can't

 help wondering if it's the Virginian's nameless-
 ness that made Parker give his detective only

 one name: we never even know if Spenser is his-
 given or surname.)

 Jonathan Valin's Harry Stoner, Loren Estle-
 man's Amos Walker, even the great Lew
 Archer, can be clearly traced to Chandler's
 loner, righting wrongs but living in personal
 isolation. They all offer various sops to mod-

 ern women by having their battered women
 and drunken heroines be professionals instead
 of models, whores or housewives, but they
 have nothing new to say to us about women.

 To see how women's roles have changed
 since 1940 we need to move away from
 the hard-boiled detectives to other forms

 of the crime story. And here there are two dis-
 tinct patterns: women being mutilated and de-
 stroyed, women as heartiess destroyers.

 In 1986 I served on a committee for the Pri-
 vate Eye Writers of America, evaluating books

 for a prize we were giving. Of the nine books
 submitted, only one did not rely heavily on
 graphic, sadistic violence against women as
 the basis for its plot. My refusal to nominate
 any of these books created a lot of animosity
 among the boys on the committee. One of
 them took me aside to tell me that he would do
 everything in his power to see that no book of
 mine ever won a prize.

 I got a more recent taste of this last Decem-
 ber. Simon and Schuster sent me bound galleys
 for Heywood Gould's new book, Double
 Bang. Michael Korda himself had signed the

 letter asking me to write a comment for the
 jacket. I tried reading this book, but in the first
 three pages two women were beaten up and
 sodomized and I didn't see how I could go the
 distance. I did ffip through the last few chap-
 ters, to find the psychoanalyst heroine with
 black eyes and so many bruises that she
 couldn't face her job for the day.

 Now what has happened to make it neces-
 sary for a writer like Gould to destroy so many
 women in such sadistic detail? We know in

 general that when we feel helpless and over-
 whelmed we lash out and seek to destroy those
 we think have stripped us of power. The violent
 rage with which Gould ravages women makes
 me think that he himself feels attacked by
 them. What could we have been doing to Hey-
 wood Gould?

 Just as the vote brought women into public
 life in 1920, so has Title VII and other anti-
 discrimination legislation enabled women of
 the seventies and eighties to achieve long-
 deferred dreams. To some men this develop-
 ment has been terrifying: they believe that
 when a woman moves into a masculine do-
 main their very masculinity is under attack.

 What some men see in the change in
 women's social roles is the accomplishment of
 the dystopia imagined by the anti-suffrage car-
 toonists in 1920. They see that men have be-

 come truly displaced. It is this fear that leads

 writers like Heywood Gould to destroy

 women. And 1 believe it is this underlying un-
 ease, this fear that men have become superflu-
 ous, which accounts in some measure for the

 great popularity of Scott Ih1row's Presumed
 Innocent. As 1 read that book 1 kept trying to
 figure out why close to a miillion people have
 bought it in the last few months. Some of it has

 to do with the insider's look at big-city politics

 and courtroom practices: we all want to be pant
 of the inner circle where decisions are made,
 and Turow shows us how these people operate.

 The trial of Rusty Sabich for the murder oJ

 his former lover Caroline Pohemus is a grip-
 ping saga, and the cycie of intimacy and be-
 trayal that Rusty experiences is at times most
 moving. But it took a lot of work for me to get
 to that central scene. The first l00pages, which
 detail the relationships among the people in-
 volved, are so far removed from the way rea]
 people behave that 1 kept having to force my-
 self to read on. And the denouement stretches
 credulity far beyond any suspension of beliei
 one can give a writer.

 So 1 began to wonder if it was the charactei
 of Rusty, the ultimate victim at the hands 01
 predatory women, that has made Presumea
 Innocent 50 appealing. Rusty is a sensitive,
 eighties kind of guy-the type who isn't afraid
 to cry or tell his troubles to a psychiatrist. And
 he has an affair with a highly-sexed women
 who is incapable of emotional involvement

 The woman, Caroline, has already abandoned
 her only child so that she can pursue a career

 In a new city, launched on her new profession,
 she takes and discards lovers only as they ma)
 help with her advancement. Rusty is too naiv<
 emotionally to see through her manipulative

 ness and he falls hard for her, participating in

 the masochistic sex she prefers.

 Rusty is married and has a young son. Being
 a contemporary hero, he loves his child and
 spends long hours not only in empathic nur-
 turing, but gazing at the boy as he sleeps in the

 hope,of absorbing some of his childlike state.
 Unfortunately, his wife is psychotic, prone to
 long periods of angry withdrawal from which
 she is able to emerge completely only in her
 son's company. When she finds out about
 Rusty's affair, she murders Caroline, planting
 evidence-including her own husband's se-
 men which she has carefully harvested after
 one of their sexual encounters-in order to
 make sure that he will be arrested for murder
 and his career ruined.

 Rusty is in fact arrested; he is tried, and he is
 exonerated, and he returns to his job at the
 state's attorney's office in greater glory than be-
 fore. His marriage is over, though: realizing
 that his wife committed the murder and set
 him up, he lets her leave with his son to pursue
 her own career in another state.

 The movieFatalAttraction shows us a simi-
 lar kind of man, who unwittingly gets involved
 with a woman like Caroline, except that here
 Glenn Close takes her masochism over the
 edge into total madness. A sex-crazed career
 woman picks up a married, gentle, caring,
 eighties kind of guy at a party. After a one-
 night stand he returns home, but our crazed
 career woman follows him around, threatens
 him and involves him in violence from which
 he is only rescued by his home-loving wife.

 Rusty Sabich is a successful state's attorney.
 In Fatal Attraction the hero is a distinguished
 lawyer. Despite their success in two highly
 competitive professions, neither is a match for
 a sadistic, manipulative woman. The men are
 sensitive and vulnerable, the women driven
 and incapable of commitment.

 What a comment on the eighties. Women
 and men, it seems, have completely reversed
 their roles. By going out into the work-force
 and striving for success there, women have
 shed their vulnerability, their sensitivity to the
 needs of those around them and their capacity
 for commitment. They have come to resemble
 the worst male bullies of yore, with the added
 touch that their glittering sexuality makes
 them irresistible to the meek heroes.

 What kind of society do we live in where the
 man has to do all the nurturing as well as be the
 breadwinner? For that is what Tirow is telling
 us has happened in Presumed Innocent. Un-
 derneath the drama of the trial is the fact that
 Rusty Sabich is juggling career, marriage,
 fatherhood, nurturing his boss, looking wist-
 fully on the insatiable sex goddess who spurns
 him when she sees he won't be any use to her.
 The women in the book only have to do one

 thing each; Rusty has to be all things to all
 people.

 Presumed Innocent and Fatal Attraction
 tell us that for a number of people in this coun-
 try the day feared in 1920 has indeed arrived.
 While men are still holding responsible posi-
 tions -97 percent of senior staff at the Fortune
 500 companies, for example-they see them-
 selves as emasculated, stripped of power,
 forced into the subordinated role of women.
 Indeed, in Presumed Innocent, it is the father
 of the evil Caroline's abandoned child who
 nurtures it while Caroline pursues her career.
 He is a schoolteacher -a traditionally female
 profession -while his ex-wife is an attorney.

 The only woman in- Presumed Innocent
 who is not either evil or mad is a paraplegic.

 Confined to a wheelchair, she is apparently un-
 able to live life on a sexual level. She, therefore,
 is not a threatening creature and her character
 can be spared. Her essentially non-female na-
 ture is underscored by her name: although her

 given name is Lydia, Rusty never calls her that.
 Throughout the book he thinks of her and
 talks to her as "Mac." Because she is non-
 sexual she is non-threatening. She is, in fact,
 one of the boys.

 Sam Spade at least had an angel, albeit a
 boyish angel, in his office to offset the horrors
 of Brigid O'Shaughnessy and Iva Archer. And
 Marlowe could look with wistful longing on
 the gallant women who survived the hard
 knocks of life with honor intact. But to Hey-
 wood Gould and Scott Turow women have be-

 come so threatening that men can only tolerate
 them if they are crippled. It is a sobering
 thought for feminists. n
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